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Abstract
Objectives: To apply ETLR (Extraction, Transformation, Loading and Retrieval) paradigm to build an efficient, effective 
and cost effective data warehouse for telecom industry. The focus point is to optimize every layer of telecom DWH. 
Methods: The data techniques used are making use of telecom infrastructure, i.e. MSC files and applying segregation logic 
at the source layer i.e. mediation layer. Files are pushed towards predefined separate destinations and applying multiple 
technology mix mainly of database inbuilt utilities and custom scripts to avoid use of commercial ETL tools; and at the 
same time achieving enhanced performance at every front. Technology mix includes source optimization, external table 
implementation and switching, DB copy utility and retrieval level optimization. We have used data loading statistics to 
compare the results. Findings: The ultimate result is a telecom data warehouse and the result that we have achieved using 
ETLR paradigm improved the data processing of the data many folds. The motive is to optimize every layer that comes in 
between the data warehouse building process. Source level optimization leads at the data cleaning at the source level itself, 
thus shifting the load at the source system and reduced the load on the DWH servers. We have supplied bunch of files to 
the external tables and thus utilizing the OS storage for tabular data. Transforming data using views and push them into 
partitioned tables using DB copy utility improved the overall performance. Using query optimization techniques and DB 
level tuning ensures the data availability in minimum time. The data availability of a standard DWH is sysdate-1; but in 
our case, we have reduced it to approx. 4 hours with indexes intact. The scalability is also a very strong point of our ETLR 
paradigm. Now telecom operators have a better system available for building their data warehouse without taking care of 
heavy license fee for commercial tools. Application/Improvements: The application of the paradigm is in mostly every 
sector where data processing is a big challenge and cost is a major factor. We have given its application in telecom sector in 
this paper. The same can be implemented in Banking Sector, Insurance Sector, social media etc. and we can put it on cloud 
also in case hardware is a constraint.

1. Introduction
Big sized data is reality today. Most reliable businesses 
like banking, telecom, e-commerce and aviation sectors 
which in-fact are service sectors results in generation of 
huge data at ever increasing rate. The data may be struc-
tured, unstructured. Huge servers and clouds often come 
to rescue in such scenario. Storage is only one aspect of 
ever increasing data. Extraction, Transformation and 
Load is always a matter of concern for data scientists. 
Various ETL tools are available, offering multi-function-

alities and customization with advanced technology; 
still lacking in overall view of the system as far as system 
building is concerned. ETL can be achieved by the tools 
or by custom made scripts which depends upon the orga-
nization structure and technical capabilities of the team 
concerned. There are various schema topologies adapted 
while constructing a Data warehouse e.g. Star Schema, 
Snowflake schema etc. When we talk about ETL, gen-
erally focus has been given on ETL jobs, its scheduling 
and the ETL streams. Somehow the reporting for ana-
lytics which is the ultimate aim of constructing a data 
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warehouse is ignored, the researchers could not able to 
focus on the Retrieval part which is an integral part of the 
ETL process; in fact ETL process should be called ETLR 
(Extraction, Transformation, Loading and Retrieval)1. 
The framework was proposed in1 and through this paper, 
application of ETLR paradigm is explored in telecom 
domain. Telecom sector is fastest growing service sector 
and has seen revolutionary break troughs in quick suc-
cession spanning over less than last five years. From 2G 
to now 4G, a massive user base and phenomenal increase 
in service coverage, mobile data traffic has seen huge 
growth. Mobile data traffic growth is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Data growth rate in Telecom18.

Telecom domain is one of the domains handling huge 
data volume and handling data in telecom domain is still 
a big challenge. Also the growth in data volume rate for 
telecom is among highest in the industry.

Researchers have put in their efforts for ETL opti-
mization, job efficiency and scheduling. In telecom 
data warehouse, research has been put into the network 
bandwidth and network availability2. Telecom data 
warehouse contains heterogeneous data sources and 
extremely complex and different network elements. Every 
network element support different programming lan-
guages and produced different kind of data which needs 
to be processed. Only network bandwidth optimization 
and network availability will not be able to achieve the 
ultimate goal. Performance improvement in the ETL 
part while migrating data of telecom domain has been 
lightened and a new technology named DMT has been 
designed3. Data migration is basically one time activity 
and DMT focused on the data migration of the telecom 
domain. While telecom data warehouse building process 
is a continuous task in which ongoing data is important 

and the data arrival volume is the major concern of the 
data scientists. DMT can work in the migration of the 
data but needs a system which can support end to end 
solution for the telecom data warehouse. In telecom bill-
ing migration, we have mostly postpaid customers so 
when we talk about telecom billing data migration then 
it refers to the data migration of the postpaid customers 
only for which solution is given in3. In current scenario; 
maximum data volume is of prepaid customers for which 
billing is not required as real time charging mechanism 
is already in place in the form of Telecom IN (Intelligent 
Network). The data migration technology DMT3 is only 
for limited data volume and particular for migration pur-
pose only. A universal ETL system architecture has been 
put in place for decision support system which facilitates 
ETL and monitoring of the overall system with abnormal 
scenarios handling capabilities4. The system proposed 
in4 addressed specific organizational needs for Decision 
Support System and is designed for Hebei Province 
Netcom Corporation. The view area is very specific viz. 
source data. Moreover, retrieval part has not touched in 
the solution provided in4. Modeling and optimization of 
ETL process in the data warehouse is been detailed5. The 
author in5 review the ETL process execution plan for opti-
mization. ETL tools activities have been analyzed for the 
optimization whereas discrete solution without the use of 
any commercial tool and that can fit anywhere has not 
been come out. Tuning of ETL processes using distributed 
processing is also explored by the researchers by dividing 
the complex SQL queries into small subsets and executing 
the same in parallel distributed environment6. Real time 
data ETL framework has been proposed which process 
historical data and real time data separately7. Author in8 
have worked on the security aspect during extraction of 
the data in ETL process. We use data segmentation and 
workflow optimizations in large and complex data ware-
house as detailed in9. 

Efforts have been made by the author in10 for logical 
ETL optimization and to reduce the overall processing 
cost of ETL execution cycle. Data processing transition 
from traditional ETL process to real time ETL process is 
proposed by the authors in11 and high level architecture 
for the partitioning of real time ETL flows is detailed. 
With the emerging technologies like map reduce, authors 
have explored the parallel ETL using map reduce tech-
nology12. Quality oriented approach during ETL process13 
has been bring into the consideration. ETL process with-
out tools is a major concern as all type of use cases needs 
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to be handled by custom made scripts but it reduces the 
overall cost of the project to an extremely large extent and 
the scripting framework has been proposed in14 for auto-
mating the ETL process. Dynamic ETL processes which 
will lead to the metadata based process and enhance the 
concept of reusability in the ETL have been proposed by 
researchers in15. Scalable ETL (SETL) system which aimed 
at the scalability aspect of the data warehouse has been 
proposed in16. Significant work has been done in the area 
of land and resources data warehouse and detailed in17. 
Data growth rate in telecom in recent past is as shown in 
Figure 1.

2. Problem Definition
Telecom data is growing without limitation and there is 
regulatory and statutory requirement to provide the data 
to various intelligence agencies, judiciary and various 
other agencies as prescribed by the government time to 
time and there is a huge penalty on the telecom opera-
tor in case of not providing or providing incomplete data. 
Generally data required from telecom operators is of the 
form MOC (Mobile Originating Call), MTC (Mobile 
Terminating Call), SMS Originating, SMS Terminating, 
Call forwarding record and SGSN (Serving GPRS Support 
Node) data. A telecom operator may use same network 

equipment like Mobile Switching Centers; SMSC’s or may 
use different network equipment. Network equipment’s 
are called network nodes in telecom domain. The data is 
originating from GSM, CDMA, Wimax, Landline, SMSC, 
Over the Air (OTA) and many other nodes. Some tele-
com operators work in centralized manner and some in 
distributed manner i.e. some operators have central data 
centers for processing of the information and some have 
zone wise/area wise data centers which are taking care 
of the organizational data processing requirements and 
other technical requirements. Now there is continuous 
flow of the data day and night and to process that data in 
data warehouse in a time bound manner while taking care 
of all constraints and maintaining indexing mechanism 
for speedy reporting is a big challenge. Different nodes 
are providing data in different formats and in heteroge-
neous form. The data of the customer in telecom is called 
as CDR (Call Data Record) and the data generated from 
MSC’s is called raw CDR which can be processed by using 
tools/utilities or specialized software and configure them 
for file conversion and segregation logic. As data process-
ing is dependent on the arrival of the files and there is lag 
between the originating time and the file generation time. 
The major pain area is the time taken between the actual 
Call/SMS/Data generation and the organization’s techni-
cal capabilities to make the data available to the various 

Table 1. Fact Table Structure
Column Name Description Column Name Description
TYPE_OF_RECORD CDR Record Type i.e. Mobile 

Originating or Terminating 
etc.

CELL_ID_LAST First Cell Id of calling 
Number

A_PARTY Calling Party CIRCLE_ORIGINATING Call Originating Circle
B_PARTY Called Party TYPE_OF_SERVICE Prepaid / Post-paid
DATE_AND_TIME Time at which call has been 

matured
CALL_REFERENCE_
NETWORK 

Call Reference of Network

CALL_DURATION Total duration of call IN_TRUNK In Trunk 
LRN LRN Number OUT_TRUNK Out Trunk
MNPINFO_CALLED_
PARTY

MNP Information of called 
party

MSC_ID MSC Identification Number

FILE_NAME Mediation File Name from 
which CDR Generated

SMSC_CENTRE SMSC Centre Identification 
Number

IMSI IMSI of Calling Number SEARCH_NO Search Number ( Calculated 
from A_Party and B_Party ) 

IMEI IMEI of Calling Number MOBILE_CIRCLE Circle populated from IMSI
CELL_ID_FIRST First Cell Id of calling 

number
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agencies. Organizations spend tremendous money to get 
it done and highly rely on commercial ETL tools but the 
data processing time needs to be reduced and retrieval 
part has to be taken care of. If there can inbuilt retrieval 
oriented approach while managing data bases centrally 
or in distributed manner by horizontal, vertical or hybrid 
fragmentation.

3. Preliminary: ETLR
The concept of Extraction, Transformation, Loading and 
Retrieval as suggested is a paradigm used for building a 
data warehouse solution to handle huge volume of data 
with improved performance at every stage while main-
taining the data constraints all the way. ETLR facilitates 
us the use of various technologies and integrate them 
in such a way that optimization at every phase can be 
achieved. The various technologies that have been uti-
lized are a) Source data cleansing b) Concept of external 
table c) database copy mechanism and query optimiza-
tion during reporting with the help of partition table with 
indexes. The various techniques have been integrated in 
such a way that parallel data loading with parallel report-
ing will provide a wonderful experience to the technical 
and end users at very minimum maintenance efforts. The 
ETLR has provided us the alternate to the costly ETL and 
reporting tools for building organizations data warehouse 
and giving the flexibility to customize the solution to any 
extent as per organizational needs. It gives us the speed 
much beyond the traditional data loading and ETL tools. 
The beauty of the ETLR over ETL tools is that it cut off one 
extra layer that ETL tools used for interfacing with differ-
ent data sources. ETLR uses the custom made scripts and 
database utilities itself and reduces the interfacing over-
head during the data processing. A simple comparison of 
conventional loading and external table loading statistics 
are shown in Figure 2 and 3.

The major difference in performance is due to the 
database library calling and file read and CPU time 
incorporated in the conventional loading. In ETLR load-
ing mechanism, multiple files can be shown to external 
table and thus copy mechanism can be applied at once on 
the whole bunch which reduces the CPU time as well as 
the individual file read time. When we are dealing with 
millions of files at once, this time reduction mechanism 
matters a lot. In next section, we will detail the ETL para-
digm for telecom domain.

Figure 2. Conventional Data Load Speed.

Figure 3. ETLR Loading Speed.

4. ETLR in Telecom Domain
Extraction, Transformation, Loading and Retrieval 

paradigm is best suited in the telecom data warehousing 
which supports lightning speed of the data processing 
including transformation and at the same time takes 
care of the scalability and optimized reporting from the 
production system. The beauty of the ETLR in telecom 
domain is that it does make use of the database inbuilt 
utilities and custom shell programming. Commercial 
ETL tools need not to be used and thus saving the cost 
to a large extent. In telecom sector, BSC (Base Station 
Controller) communicates with MSC (Mobile Switching 
Centre) and HLR (Home Location Register); thereafter 
raw CDR files are pushed towards middleware/mediation 
system to be processed for the various sub domains like 
billing, rating etc. The MSC captured all the parameters 
which are then filtered at mediation system for differ-
ent systems. The data warehousing team of the telecom 
operator decides the parameters to be taken from media-
tion for data processing. The provision of the parameters 
(as suggested by data warehousing team) has to be done 
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at mediation layer and subsequently the file generation 
activity completes which in turn pushed towards the 
predefined destination at the destination system. ETLR 
mechanism will be incorporated at the staging system 
where the files have been put in by mediation. Call Data 
Record file generation process is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. CDR File Generation Process.

As detailed in the Figure 2 when user makes a call 
or SMS, it interacts with BTS (Base Transceiver Station) 
which further communicates with BSC (Base Station 
Controller) and then with MSC (Mobile Switching 
Centre). MSC is a central high end server which is con-
nected with various NE (Network Elements) like HLR, 
VLR etc., MSC generates the raw file containing CDR 
(Call Data Record) of end users which will be supplied 
to mediation system. Mediation system is used to con-
vert the files and apply logic for various sub systems. 
Mediation system process the raw CDR files and give the 
processed CDR files to billing, FMS (Fraud Management 
System), Data Warehouse and other systems. Billing sys-
tems are getting postpaid data only and takes only the 
fields required for billing purpose only. Similarly other 
systems are getting the required data from mediation as 
per the requirements. When it comes at Data warehouse, 
prepaid as well as postpaid data needs to be processed and 
also GPRS, 3G data needs to be processed for the report-
ing purpose. Data volume for data warehouse is very high 
and CDR files are generating continuously from MSC day 
and night which needs to be processed in the telecom 
data warehouse keeping in view the fast retrieval process 

as well. ETLR (Extraction, Transformation, Loading and 
Retrieval) paradigm can play an important role while 
developing a data warehouse system for telecom domain 
as it covers all the key aspects of the data warehouse 
beginning from the optimized retrieval mechanism, fol-
lowed by the parallel transformation, loading and at the 
same time takes care of the timely retrieval of the data 
from the production database system. We will discuss the 
implementation of the ETLR in the next section.

5. Implementation
Where to fit the ETLR paradigm in telecom? Data ware-
house system for telecom depends on the files generated 
by mediation system. The generated files can be comma 
delimited (CSV), space delimited or other delimited files. 
A sample processed CDR file record is shown in Figure 5.

The telecom operator may have multiple MSC and all 
the MSC generates raw CDR files continuously which are 
further processed by mediation system to generate pro-
cessed CDR files. Now either data warehouse server needs 
to pull the files from mediation or mediation system can 
push the files to data warehouse server. In either of the 
case, we should apply segregation logic at mediation 
layer on processed files. Let us understand the concept; a 
MSC of state A contains maximum CDR’s of the state “A” 
region and few CDR’s of the other states of the country. 
The customer of every state is identified by the IMSI. Now 
segregation will facilitate the single file coming from MSC 
to be split into multiple files based on the IMSI series and 
will be pushed in the respective destination. CDR File 
segregation based on IMSI is shown in Figure 6.

Files received after segregation from mediation will be 
pushed to the data warehouse server at the predetermined 
destination which is separate for separate telecom circles. 
Now, transformation needs to be applied on the pro-
cessed CDR files at mediation. We use concept of external 
table on the data warehouse server. The files placed at 
OS will be used as tables in the database by making use 
of database directories concept within the database. The 
advantage of this technique is that, as and when we get 
the files at the OS level, it is usable as tabular form in the 
database. Now, we can write the custom SQL scripts or 

Figure 5. Sample CDR File record.
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views on the external table to transform the raw data to 
the desired format. If we use the views on the external 
table, no extra space will be used for database storage. The 
file system space will be only used and data is available in 
the view which will be mapped with the production fact 
table structure of the data warehouse. Fact table structure 
with column description is shown in Table 1.

Figure 6. File Segregation based on IMSI at Mediation.

Loading of the data available at staging area in the 
form of the views will be done by a mix of various tech-
nologies and database utilities. The production tables 
have been designed in such a way that it has partitioned 
data (range partition) day wise and having global indexes 
on the three columns. The indexes will be maintained 
throughout the process to facilitate the faster retrieval 
process. The concept of loading will work in such a way 
that a file group has been created which contains num-
ber of files that can be defined as per the estimated data 
volume or file group can be made based upon the num-
ber of the CDR contained within the group (whichever is 
achieved). We call it as bunch of the CDR and that bunch 
are created real time and circle wise bunch will reflect the 
data within external table at a time and subsequently view 
on the external table transforms the external table data in 
the data suited for the production table.

Figure 7. Detailed ETLR Loading Mechanism in Telecom 
Data warehouse.

The switching of bunches are frequent and is oper-
ated in parallel mode for various circles at a time. Now 
the “COPY” mechanism of the database will be used to 
push the data into the production database in the parallel 
mode. The data can be pushed into the fact table directly 
without dropping indexing mechanism on the tables. 
Secondly, data can be pushed in the multi tables identical 
to the production table and partition exchange mecha-
nism can be used to sandwich the multi table data into 
the fact table within fraction of the minute. The overall 
mechanism is tuned in such a way that multiple streams 
of the above mentioned process is executing in distributed 
manner. When indexes are intact, the data availability is 
extremely fast and nearly real time. During retrieval, the 
optimized mechanism is used in such a way that first data 
will be identified based upon the range partition of the 
database so that the search of the required criteria can be 
narrowed. Further index hint will be used at the time of 
querying data so two ways optimization will result into 
faster retrieval of the information from the tables of terra 
bytes in size.

6. Result and Discussion
The implementation of the ETLR paradigm in tele-

com domain provides us a better alternative for building 
telecom data warehouse with improved performance at 
every stage of the process. The cost factor is also reduced 
many folds because of the use of the inbuilt utilities and 
not using commercial ETL tools. When we closely exam-
ine the overall system, the system is scalable enough to 
handle organizational needs over the period of time with-
out having much investment in maintenance. In addition 
to it, we have implemented a uniform mechanism which 
can be adapted by any organization and is highly reli-
able and efficient at every stage. Database techniques and 
utilities like external table, bunch mechanism for CDR, 
partitioned tables and copy command have been inte-
grated in such a way that boost overall performance of 
the system. ETLR data warehouse mechanism for telecom 
is shown in Figure 7.

On adapting the ETLR in telecom domain, we have 
improved the speed of the overall ETL process and also 
focused on the Retrieval mechanism. The sample logs are 
of single run, there are multiple runs at the same time of 
similar type of the loading which are loading data with 
indexes intact on the fact tables so as to facilitate the 
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faster retrieval mechanism as already discussed. We can 
add multiple bunches/batches to load the CDR into the 
fact tables as per the requirement which make the system 
scalable. It has been observed that when we are handling 
multiple files per day (in millions), traditional data load-
ing terminologies does not work as files read write time 
will lead to a huge time delay in the overall process. A new 
way of the loading with inbuilt utilities is a mix of tech-
nologies a) External Tables b) Range Partitioned Tables 
and c) copy utility to load data into fact tables. The resul-
tant paradigm for telecom domain data warehouse is best 
suited. Multiple files are handled using external tables, 
parallel view executions on external tables to map the raw 
table data with fact table data, parallel threads execution 
in the form of bunches utilizing the hardware capabilities 
of the system for lightning loading. The sample log file for 
one bunch is shown in Figure 8 and a sample report out-
put from the data warehouse is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8. Final Log File (One Bunch).

Figure 9. Sample Report from telecom data warehouse statistics.

7. Conclusion and Future Works
ETLR is one of the best options available for the telecom 
data warehouse building. We have understood the tele-
com terminology of the data warehouse and proposed 

ETLR framework for telecom domain. Complete end to 
end solution from source data segregation and extraction, 
transformation layer at staging server using in built data-
base utilities, optimized loading with external table and 
copy command followed by the retrieval of the reports 
from the fact tables has been discussed in a very detailed 
way with statistics and sample records.

The aim to represent this framework is to facilitate 
developers in the telecom domain to adapt ETLR and take 
benefit of the flexibility of the ETLR mechanism with sav-
ing of the overall project cost to a large extent. For future, 
ETLR should be explored in other area like retail, banking 
etc as it eliminates the use of the commercial ETL tools 
whereas at the same time providing flexibility, perfor-
mance and maintainability of the data warehouse system 
in a much better and customizable way as per the orga-
nizations requirement. The data warehouse developers/
programmers can customize the process at any stage dur-
ing the development and can meet organization’s needs in 
much efficient manner. In this paper, we have indicated 
many open research issues and provided future directions 
in the area of the telecom data warehouse building.
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